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New to Park City, Lacey Porter isn&apos;t looking for love, but when she comes face to face with

hot firefighter Jake, she may change her mind.After escaping a stifling relationship, Lacey Porter

moves to Park City, Utah eager to enjoy her newfound freedom and to renew her love of drawing.

When an accident at work brings her face to face with Jake Davis, hot firefighter, and the same guy

who helped her on the side of the road a few days before, she can&apos;t stop thinking about his

good looks and kind heart--but there&apos;s no way she can trust herself after her last relationship

fail.Jake Davis has it all--his dream job firefighting, extra work as a part-time realtor, plenty of

women around to date casually...life couldn&apos;t get much better. He never expected to meet a

woman who seemed so strong yet vulnerable. Something about Lacey touches him, but when she

continually rebuffs his attempts to go out, he wonders if he&apos;ll get a chance to know the real

her.
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This is such a good read. A lot of romances give you unrealistic expectations, and sometimes I feel



like that makes relationships in real life harder - but something about this one was different - to me it

has just the right balance. One of the main characters is a 'hot' firefighter, but his relationship with

the other main character was not unrealistic to me, nor was his personality. This was a book that left

me feeling good and gives makes me feel more positive about romance! This is a clean, feel-good,

quick read and I highly recommend it!

Romance, cleanThis was a fun read for me. That being said, I felt more character from the H than

the h. The h, just didn't resonate with me personally. Still, cute attraction, genuine, honest

characters for the main characters, fun setting, and of course the handsome, hunk hero made a fun

read. Definitely more of a light read for me as a reader, but still fun. Love how capable Jake was,

Lacey was a bit of a mess, but still sweet for him as a love interest. She just overall wasn't my

personal favorite of a character. Her past was her weak spot, and she was still struggling to come

into her own as a person. Jake made this read for me. Still fun read.

I loved this story. Jake is such a strong hero. He likes to help people. Lacey is timid and insecure

because of her ex boyfriend. She keeps hearing him in her head and it feeds her insecurities. She

has a difficult time trusting Jake. I think alot of us do tend to run things thru our minds over and over

again and it sometimes keeps us from moving forward in life. I enjoyed this book and can't wait to

read the test of the series.

This was such a sweet story! Lacey is a sweetheart. She is hesitant and insecure thanks to her

horrible ex and the way he treated her. She has a hard time opening her heart and trusting. Jake is

definitely the guy to help her trust again. He is kind, giving, hard working and a total gentleman. I

really enjoyed their story!

This is a good read about Lacey Porter who had boyfriend that told her she could not draw her art

that she loved. He also told her she was flawed and he was thinly one who would ever love her.

Jake Davis had a girlfriend who tried to control everything he did. They are both free from their

involvement and they meet when Lacey runs out if gas. You will enjoy the read.

This book makes a "romance" book more believeable. It makes you feel like it something that can

actually happen in everyday life, rather than some fantasy people conjour up. Because, you know,

sexy billionaires ALWAYS fall in love with their secretaries. This book is opposite thag and it makes



for an enjoyable read.

When you've been burned in the past (so to speak), sometimes it's hard to move on. This is a very

sweet story about the process of moving on. Fun, sweet and clean and you can't go wrong with a

good looking fireman!

I usually really like this author's work but this book just didn't have the flow her books usually do.

The characters were endearing and the storyline was ok.
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